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direct current, air blast, hoods, suction

rooms

pumps,
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The

lecture

are suitably arranged for the illustration of lectures

by

ex-

periment and lantern projection.

Psychology

The
the

psychological laboratory at present occupies six rooms on

first floor

of the chemical laboratory adjoining the large lecture

hall of that building.

The equipment

consists of the apparatus

necessary for the laboratory exercises and demonstrations in an
advanced course in human experimental psychology. A number of

instruments suitable for research are available, and more apparatus
A large darkroom is prois being added for research as needed.

vided for experiments on vision.

Architecture

The department

is located on the second floor of
equipped with three large general
drafting rooms, modern in all their appointments. The first-year
drafting room is fitted with an oversize blackboard, 6'-o" x i8'-6",
for the instructional drawing of accurate perspectives and the
solution of problems in shades and shadows at scales suitable to
demonstration. The second- and third-year drafting room is of
sufficient size to accommodate classes with a large individual drafting table for each student. The fourth- and fifth-year drafting
room accommodates twenty-five students at this level, each fifth-

of architecture

the chemistry building, and

is

year student being provided with two large drafting tables for
The library of architecture adjoins the

design and construction.
drafting rooms

and

is

equipped with the standard architectural

publications necessary for reference and research,
tural periodicals, plates, photographs,
tion,

a current

file

and lantern

files

of architec-

slides.

In addi-

of major building materials, products, and

mechanical equipment of buildings is readily available for reference
in construction courses. A "Materials Museum" is being established in conjunction with these

files.

Faculty

offices adjoin

the

and drafting rooms, and contain complete files of each student's work throughout his residence at the Institute. A black and

library

